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Are waste pickers at risk for hepatitis B and C infections 
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Dear Editor:

There are numerous direct and indirect adverse health effects 
related to socioeconomic disadvantage. Unfortunately, while 
many diseases persist simply because of the environment (e.g., 
poor housing, unimproved water, and sanitation, etc.), poor 
access to care is also a major contributing factor. This reduced 
healthcare accessibility can occur because of various reasons 
(e.g., cost, location, and physicians available), but it exists 
primarily owing to poverty. This situation contributes to an 
antagonistic scenario in which the people who are most exposed 
to illnesses are the most unlikely to receive care or treatment. 

Two diseases that are wedged between the crux of poor 
environmental conditions and poverty are hepatitis B and C 
(HBV and HCV, respectively). These two infectious diseases 
are exacerbated by poverty; in fact, approximately 60%-70% of 
new cases occur annually and primarily affect the populations 
in low-income settings1,2. These infections are usually 
accompanied by poor outcomes because people are unable 
to access appropriate care (e.g., low resources, no money for 
treatment, etc.)3. Unfortunately, work place environments are 
also associated with hepatitis B and C infections4. Unsanitary 
settings can be common among people who work and live in 
low socioeconomic conditions, and this scenario may directly 
and indirectly affect their health status2,5. Thus, both poverty 
and poor working conditions are factors that contribute to HBV 
and HCV infections. 

For waste pickers, both poverty and adverse environmental 
conditions are a reality. Waste picking is an important activity 
performed by people living in poverty; they sort through garbage 
to find recyclable material to exchange for money. There are many 
adverse health effects and high levels of morbidity associated with 
this individual-dependent occupation, ranging across physical, 
biological, and chemical hazards6. This situation contributes to 
a myriad of possible communicable disease exposures, including 
HBV that is often reported as a prevalent finding associated 
with needle sticks from improper or poor personal protective 
equipment use, incomplete or absent vaccination, and sorting 
through medical trash in an inadequate garbage collection system7. 

Waste picking is a common occupation throughout Brazil,  
which is home to more than 3,000 open air dumps7. Throughout 
Brazil, hepatitis B susceptibility rates range from approximately 
32% among individuals who live in poverty to 74.9% among 
Brazilian waste pickers8,9. According to Pereira10, the prevalence 
of HBV infection found among recyclable waste pickers was 2.4 
times higher than that reported in a population-based study (5.3%) 
in the same region. Modes of transmission typically occur through 
perinatal exposure, encountering infected blood or body fluid, or 
sexual intercourse. In the case of waste pickers, the primary route of 
exposure is likely through contact with contaminated biological and 
medical waste. Furthermore, most waste pickers do not wear personal 
protective equipment, which avails them to occupational exposures11. 
As such, Yusuf and colleagues12 suggested a HBV prevalence of 
17.4% among waste pickers. This prevalence was reaffirmed by 
another recent study comparing a group of municipal waste collectors 
to a sample of white-collar employees not exposed to waste, in which 
a significantly higher prevalence of HBV infection was determined 
in waste collectors (15%) than in white-collar employees (2.5% 
anti-HBc positivity)13. Klein and colleagues14 also found a high 
HBsAg (HBV) prevalence in Brazilian waste pickers at 12.3%. 

Additionally, hepatitis C is another disease that may be 
affecting waste pickers, with an increased association with 
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poverty at an incidence rate of 3.58 (95% confidence interval 
[CI] = 3.50, 3.66)15. Greene and colleagues15 reported a 
population fraction of 0.45 that was attributable to chronic 
hepatitis C, suggesting that 45% of chronic hepatitis C cases 
might not have occurred if people were not exposed to extreme 
cases of poverty and its associated effects. In waste pickers, 
a high index (47.3%) of accidents with sharps and needles 
was reported among recyclable garbage handlers by Marinho 
and colleagues9, confirming blood exposure. However, HCV 
infection was not more frequent in the recyclable garbage 
handlers than in the general population, and sexually transmitted 
disease history was a predictor of infection9. According to a 
recent literature review about HBV and HCV in this population, 
environmental determinants and social vulnerability suggested 
an increased risk to workers exposed to wastes compared with 
those not exposed4. Although not as thoroughly investigated in 
waste pickers, HCV is another disease that could equally affect 
this population because of poverty and poor working conditions 
(e.g., increased exposure to biological contaminants).

Thus, HBV and HCV in waste pickers is a multidimensional 
topic that highlights the encompassing issues of poverty and poor 
working conditions. That said, this situation could be improved 
by reviewing the environment to pinpoint factors that may be 
targeted for change. Is it the worksite conditions or general 
poverty contributing to increased rates of hepatitis B and C? 
Some scientific discussions have suggested that the rates of 
hepatitis B and C could increase because of poverty, while other 
studies confirmed that exposures occur because of medical waste 
and biological contaminants. This type of information could 
emphasize areas of improvement to decrease both hepatitis B and 
C infections in an at-risk population. Moreover, epidemiological 
studies should be conducted to clarify contributing factors 
influencing the risks of hepatitis B or C infection in the waste 
pickers population. Hepatitis B vaccinations are currently 
recommended in Brazil for all populations, including a focus on 
marginalized populations like waste pickers. Although an HCV 
vaccination is currently unavailable, a program focusing on waste 
pickers in general would likely benefit this population. 
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